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Abstract: A class theorem is presented and proved: the complex Fourier transforms of a certain
class of exponential functions have all their zeros on the real line. A class of basis functions is
first considered, and the class is then extended by the method of convolutions.
In this paper we are going to consider the complex Fourier transforms of the exponential kernel
e
tq )(−
, where the following conditions apply:
(i) q(t) is an even function of t which is real for all real values of t
(ii) q(it) is either a polynomial which has all its roots on the real line, or the uniform limit on
compact sets in the complex number field of such a polynomial.
It is well-known that (ii) corresponds to q(it) belonging to the Laguerre-Pólya class of functions
(denote by L-P).
If there are no non-zero roots β n of q(it) = 0, then q(it) = c. et ttN γµ +− 2.                                   (1.0)
and if there are non-zero roots β n of q(it) = 0, then q(it) = c. etet nt
n
n
ttN βγµ β /22 .)/1(.. 2 −+− ∏ −    (1.1)
We note γ , β n ℜ∈ , the β n are the non-zero roots of q(it) = 0, ,0≥µ  N is a non-negative
integer, and that the product in (1.1) may or may not be infinite.
Consider the case when there are non-zero roots β n . Replacing t with t/i in equation (1.1)
shows that:
q(t)   = c/ ..ti NN e itt n /)/1()( 2 ∑−+ βγµ ∏ +
n
nt )/1(. 22 β            (1.2)
As q is an even function of t, it follows that for every non-zero root β n of q(t) = 0,
there is a root of opposite sign - β n , hence ∑
n
n)/1( β = 0.
Hence equation (1.2) reduces to:
q(t)=c/ iN . .. /et itN γ .2e tµ ∏ +
n
nt )/1( 22 β =c/ iN . ))sin(.).(cos(2 titte Nt γγµ − . ∏ +
n
nt )/1( 22 β      (1.3)
We note that the above expression can be split into the difference of 2 parts:
q(t) = ( ∏ +
n
n
NtN ttei tc )/1().cos(.../ 222 βγµ )- ( ∏ +
n
n
NtN ttei tc )/1().sin(.../ 222 βγµ )
If N is odd then the first part is odd and the second part is even for all real values of t.  As q(t) is
an even function in t, the odd part must be zero, forcing cos( tγ ) = 0 for all real t,  which is
impossible, so we have obtained a contradiction. Therefore N must be even, so the first part is
even and the second odd. So sin( )tγ = 0 for all real values of t which means we must have γ = 0.
2Denote N by 2m, and let  m > 0  for simplicity because then q(0) = 0 .  We can now see that c
must be real, because of (i), and that:
q(t) = ∏− +
n
n
tmm tetc )/1(.... 222 2)1( βµ , and writing cm.)1(−  as k, we obtain:
q(t) = k. ∏ +
n
n
tm tet )/1(.. 222 2 βµ                        (1.4)
In the case when there are no roots, the working above is shortened and we just obtain:
q(t) = k. et tm 2.2 . µ             (1.5)
Therefore, let us work with equation (1.4), and take the product to be 1 if there are no non-zero
roots β n . We have shown that if we require q(t) to be an even function of t which is real for all
real values of t, and q(it) to be either a polynomial, or the uniform limit on compact sets in the
complex number field of such a polynomial, such that q(it) has all its roots on the real line, that
this leads to q(t) being expressible in the form of equation (1.4).
Let us also require that k > 0, and that there are positive constants T, α  such that for real t,  q(t)
> t α+2  for t ≥  T (this condition is equivalent to there being a non-zero term in t4 or higher in the
series expansion of q(t) about t = 0. For example, if the coefficient of t4  in this series expansion
is a4  > 0, then we see q(t) ≥  ta .4 4 , and so q(t) > t α+2  for t  > )/1( 4 )2/(1a α− , 0 < α < 2).
Define ∫ −
∞
∞−
= dtizttqzG ee .)()(  = R(s,w) + i I(s,w), where z = w - is, and s,w, R, I  e ℜ    (2.0)
Theorem 1             G(z) as defined above has only real zeros.
Proof of Theorem 1
The proof proceeds by defining a sequence of functions )(tgn which converge to g(t) = e tq )(− ,
and their complex Fourier transforms ).(zGn  It is proved that )(zGn has only real zeros and
converges absolutely and uniformly to G(z) on compact subsets in the complex number field.
The convolution egh tnn tt
4)()( −= o  and its complex Fourier transform )(zH n  are then
considered. It is proved that )(zH n  is a function of order less than 2 in z, with an infinite
number of real zeros, and consequently that )(zH n is a Laguerre - Pólya function.  It is then
shown why, as a result of the above, all the zeros of  G(z) are real:
The preceding definition of  q(t) ensures that it is strictly increasing above 0 for t > 0. Hence
q(t) is a 1:1 function on (0, ∞ ), and for any natural number n, there is exactly one real root of
the equation q(t) = n in the interval (0, ∞ ). Call this root λn  (by the evenness of q, we see q(-
λn ) = n as well ). We also note that as q(t) ∞→  as t ∞→ , it follows that ∞→λn  as n ∞→
(each λn is finite).
Define )(tgn = )(][
,
t
nn
χ λλ− . )(tyn  where )(tyn = )1( +n
n )/)(1( 1. ntq n− +   for all real  t          (2.1)
3where )(],[ tbaχ = 1      bta ≤≤
                           0       otherwise
Now also define a sequence of functions  dttz egG iztnn .).()( ∫
∞
∞−
=                (2.2)
In 1927 (reference I), Professor Pólya proved that if F(t) is defined for real values of t and
equals )( tF − ,  and there exist positive real constants A, α  such that  )(tF  < A e t
)2( α+
− for all real
values of t, then if all the zeros of dttF eizt∫
∞
∞−
).(  are  real, so are the zeros of dttFt eizt.).().(∫
∞
∞−
φ ,
provided that )(itφ is either a polynomial with only real roots, or the uniform limit on compact
sets of such.  Call this result  (R1).
We see that dtt eiztnn ).(, ][ λλχ∫
∞
∞−
−
.  = ∫
−
λ
λ
n
n
dteizt . = )]/([ izeizt tt n n
λ
λ
=
−=
 = ( ee nn iziz λλ −− )/(iz)
which equals zero if and only if e nizλ2 = e ki pi2. , for any integer k, in other words only when
z is real and equal to k λpi n/ . Now set )(][
,
t
nn
χ λλ− = F(t) in (R1) above, we see that )(][ , tnnχ λλ−
has compact support, so it easily obeys the condition  )(tF < A. e t )2( α+− for some positive
constants A, α .  Recalling that L-P is closed under differentiation, we observe that as q(it) lies
in L-P,  then so does q )(' it , and so q )(' it  is either a polynomial with only real roots, or the
uniform limit on compact sets of such, as in (R1) above.
Hence by (R1), we see that ∫
∞
∞−
−
dtttq eizt
nn
).().(' ][
,
χ λλ = dttq
n
n
e
izt∫
−
λ
λ
).('  only has real zeros
Now consider dtt entq izt
nn
).(. ][1
,
)/)(1( χ λλ−
∞
∞−
∫ − = ∫ −
−
λ
λ
n
n
dtentq izt ..)/)(1( 1
Integration by parts shows that this is equal to ]/.)/)(1([ 1 izentq izt n
n
−
−
λ
λ  - dtizn
tq eiztn
n
..
)('
∫
−
−
λ
λ
= 0 + 
izn
1
. ∫
−
λ
λ
n
n
dttq eizt).('  and by the preceding result has only real zeros.
Now set F(t) = )(. ],[1)/)(1( tnnntq χ λλ−− .  By (R1) we see that dtttq entq iztnn ).(.).(' ],[1)/)(1( χ λλ−
∞
∞−
∫ −
= ∫ −
−
λ
λ
n
n
ntqtq .).(' )/)(1( 1 dteizt  has only real zeros.
Consider dtt entq izt
nn
.).(. ],[2)/)(1(∫ −
∞
∞−
−
χ λλ  =  dt
n
n
entq izt∫ −
−
λ
λ
..)/)(1( 2 .
Again, integration by parts shows us a useful result, namely that:
dt
n
n
entq izt∫ −
−
λ
λ
..)/)(1( 2 = ]/.)/)(1([ 2 izentq izt n
n
−
−
λ
λ  - dtizn e
ntqtq izt
n
n
...
2 )/)(1).((' 1∫ −
−
−
λ
λ
= 0 + dttq
izn
entq izt
n
n
..).('2 )/)(1( 1∫ −
−
λ
λ
 which by the above also has only real zeros.
Continuing this argument shows that dtentq iztn
nn
... ],[
)1()/)(1(∫ −
∞
∞−
−
+ χ λλ  and hence )(zGn
4 =  dt
n
n
entq iztn
nn
...).
1
( ],[)1()/)(1(∫ −
∞
∞−
−
+
+
χ λλ   =  dtentqn
n izt
nn
n
..)/)(1).(
1
(
)1(
∫ −
+
−
+λ
λ
 has only real roots.
Call this result (R2)
We will now see that )(zGn converges absolutely and uniformly to G(z):
Consider the disc ≤z  M, and choose ε > 0, where ε is arbitrarily small.
We see that =− )()( zzG Gn ∫ ∫ −
∞
∞−
∞
∞−
−
+
−
+
− dt
n
ndt entqtee iztnn
nizttq
.)
1
(. )/)(1).((],[ )1()( χ λλ
dtt ege izttq n .)).(( )(∫ −
∞
∞−
−≤  dtt ege tztq n .)()(∫ −
∞
∞−
−≤  dtt ege Mttq n ..)()(∫ −
∞
∞−
−≤
∫ −
∞
−≤
0
)(
..)(2 dtt ege Mttq n
therefore )()( zzG Gn−  ≤  2( dttdtt egeege Mt
t
tq
n
Mt
t
tq
n
..)(..)(
1
1 )(
0
)( ∫ −∫ −
∞
−− + ) for some t1  > 0    (2.4)
Call  2 dtt
t
Mttq
n ege ..)(
1
0
)(∫ −− = J n                                                  (2.5)
and  2 dtt ege Mt
t
tq
n
..)(
1
)(∫ −
∞
−
 = K n                                                 (2.6)
Regarding K n , we begin by noting that when x < 1, the series expansion about x = 0 of ln(1-x)
is  -( .....
432
432
++++ xxxx ) ≤  x− , and replacing x with 
n
tq )(
 yields the relation:
)/)(1ln( ntq− ≤  - q(t)/n  for ntq /)(  < 1, so we see that n )()/)(1ln( tqntq −≤−
and hence that entq tqn )()/)(1( −≤−  for t ),0[ λn∈
Considering the case t = λn  shows that this inequality holds on the closed interval [0, λn ]
ie that entq tqn )()/)(1( −≤−  for t ],0[ λn∈                                         (2.7)
We also observe that 0 ≤ (1-q(t)/n) 1≤  for t ],0[ λn∈  and so 0)/)(1( ≥− ntq n . We also note that
 0 < 
1+n
n
 < 1 for n > 1.
Multiplying the left hand side of equation (2.4) by (1-q(t)/n) and n/(n+1), we see that:
 0 ≤  
1+n
n
. entq tqn )(1)/)(1( −+ ≤−     for t ],0[ λn∈                             (2.8)
5We can now see that if t ],0[ λn∈   then both 0)()( ≥−− tge ntq  and 0)( ≥tgn , and hence that
)()( tge ntq −−  = )()( tge ntq −− ≤ e tq )(− , whereas if t > λn , then ,0)( =tgn so )()( tge ntq −−
= e
tq )(−
= e
tq )(−
, so we can see that from equation (2.6) it follows that :
K n dtee Mt
t
tq
..2
1
)(∫
∞
−≤                 (2.9)
As q(t) increases more quickly than t α+2  for  t T≥ , the integral in (2.9) exists for any fixed
finite value of M, and we can make the integral less than 2/ε  by choosing t1  to be sufficiently
large. So t1 is now chosen.
Regarding J n , and recall that )(tyn = )/)(1( 1)( ).1( ntqe
ntq
n
n
−
+
−
+
− .  We have just seen that
)(tyn 0≥ for t ],0[ λn∈ , and we note that )(' tyn = )).((' )/)(1()( ntqe ntqtq −−− − . From equation
(1.5) we see that )(' tq  is zero for t = 0 and strictly positive for t > 0.  By equation (2.7),
)/)(1()( ntqe ntq −−− 0≥  and so 0)(' ≤tyn for t ],0[ λn∈ .
Now pick n > q( t1 ), so λn > t1 . As 0)(' ≤tyn  and )(tyn  0≥ for t ],0[ 1t∈ , it follows that the
maximum value of )(tyn on the interval [0, t1 ] is )0(yn = 1/(n+1).
Therefore equation (2.5) leads us to:
])1([
11
00
2.).
1
1(2
+
∫ =
+
≤
nM
e
eJ
Mt t
Mt
t
n dt
n
= 2 ( e tM 1 -1)/(M(n+1)) < 2 )/(1 Mne tM
Choosing any n > Max[q( t1 ), 4 e tM 1 /(Mε )] ensures that the above conditions are satisfied and
that J n < 2/∈  and by (2.4) that )()( zzG Gn− < εεε =+ 2/2/  for all z such that Mz ≤ , and
as ε  is arbitrarily small, we have proved the uniform and absolute convergence of )(zGn to
G(z).
……………………………………………………..……………………………………………..
Now let us consider the convolutions egh tnn tt
4)()( −= o and  h(t) = ee ttq 4)( −− o defined by :
∫
∞
∞−
−−
= dvvt egh vtnn .).()( )(
4
              (3.0)
and h(t) = dvee vttq .. )()( 4−−
∞
∞−
−∫           (3.1)
We see that  )(zH n , the complex Fourier transform of  )(thn  defined by dttz ehH iztnn .).()( ∫
∞
∞−
=
is then equal to  ∫∫
ℜ
−−
2
4
.).).(( )( dvdtv eeg iztvtn   and after substituting v = x  and t = yx +
and applying Fubini’s Theorem, we see that:
6)(zH n  = )..).(.).(( 4∫∫
∞
∞−
−
∞
∞−
dydxx eeeg izyyizxn = )().( 4 zz FGn where dyz eeF izyy ..)(
4
4 ∫
∞
∞−
−
=     (3.1)
Of course equation (3.1) is just the standard result that the Fourier transform of the convolution
is the product of the individual Fourier transforms.
We saw earlier (R2) that )(zGn has only real zeros, and in 1923 (ref II) Pólya proved that
for k 2≥ , all the zeros of ∫
∞
∞−
−
= dyz eeF izyyk
k
..)( 22   lie on the real line Im(z) = 0, and that there
are an infinite number of them.
Hence )(4 zF , and consequently )(zH n , have only real zeros, and further more an infinity of
them. Call this result (R3).
The order of )(zH n :
In the same paper previously mentioned (I), Pólya also proved that the order of the complex
Fourier transform of f(t), where f(t) is a real function of t such that f(t) = )( tf −  and there exist
real positive constants A, α such that )(tf  < A. e t− +α2 for all real values of t, is at most
(2+ )1/() αα +  < 2  . Call this result (R4).
Therefore, let us set f(t) = )(tgn  = )/)(1( 1],[ ).1).(( ntq
n
n
n
t
nn
−
+
− +
χ λλ .  Outside the interval
[ ],λλ nn−  we observe )(tgn = 0, and inside,  by equation (2.8),  0 eg tqn t )()( −≤≤ .
As q(t) > t α+2  for t ≥  T, it follows that e tq )(− < e t α+− 2  for t ≥  T, and by setting
A = 2 Sup[ e ttq α++− 2)( ] on the interval 0 Tt ≤≤ , we see e tq )(− < A. e t α+− 2  and so by (R4) above
we conclude the order of )(zGn is at most (2+α )/(1+α ) < 2
Incidentally, setting f(t) = e tq )(− instead of )(tgn shows us, by the same reasoning as that in the
above paragraph, that the order of G(z) is at most (2+α )/(1+α ) < 2 as well.
Setting f(t) = e t4− shows that the order of )(4 zF is at most 4/3.  (Pólya mentions in (II) that the
order of )(2 zF k is 2k/(2k-1), which we obtain from (R4) by writing α = 2k-2 ).
Therefore, there must exist constants B, c1 , c2  > 0 such that :
eeFGH zczcnn Bzzz
3/4
21
2
1
.)().()( 4 α
α
+
+
≤=  e zccB
ρ)( 21+≤  ,where ]
3
4
,
1
2[
α
αρ
+
+
= Max ,   for all z
We then see that the order of )(zH n is less than 2.
Note: another way of evaluating an upper limit for the order of  )(zH n is to observe that
dvtt eyh vtnn
n
n
.).()( )( 4−−
−
∫=
λ
λ
 and dvtt eyh vtnn
n
n
..)()( )( 4−−
−
∫≤
λ
λ
 and use the result that
7)(tyn = 1).1( )/)(1(
1 ≤
+
−
+
ntq n
n
n
  for t ],[ λλ nn−∈  so we must have
∫
−
−−≤
λ
λ
n
n
dvt eh tvn .)( )( 4  = dv
t
t
v
n
n
e .
4
∫
+
−
−
λ
λ
 and if we consider t > λ2 n  then ≤)(thn 2 λn .Max[ e v4− ]
on the interval [ λλ nn ,− ]  ie eeh tnntnn t )2/()(
44
.2.2)( −−− ≤≤ λλ λ , so we see for large t that
)(thn falls off more quickly than e t α+− 2 , and so satisfies the conditions in (R4).
We can then set f(t) = )(thn and the result that the order of )(zH n  is less than 2 follows.
)(zH n and )(zGn are Laguerre- Pólya functions
As we saw in (R3) earlier, )(zH n has only real zeros, and an infinity of them, and we have just
seen in the preceding section that the order of )(zH n is less than 2.
By Hadamard’s factorisation theorem (see for example III), )(zH n has the product
representation:
=)(zH n  c. ∏
∞
=
−+
1
/)/1(..
k
wzk
zN
ewez kzγ  = c. ∏
∞
=
∑− +
1
)/1( )/1(..
k
k
zwn wez zjγ           (3.2)
We will now see that this expression can be reduced to a rather simple form, using the same
reasoning as in a previous paper by the same author (IV).
From the definitions of )(zGn and )(4 zF in (2.2) and (3.1), we see that they are both even
functions, and therefore so is )().()( 4 zzz FGH nn = . Consequently, for every non-zero root
wk of )(zH n = 0, there is another root of opposite sign - wk . So we see that ∑
j
jw/1 = 0.
Equation (3.2) then reduces to:
∏
∞
=
−=
1
22 )/1(...)(
r
r
zN
n zezH cz αγ                  (3.3)
where w1 = α1 , w2 = α1− , w3 = α 2 , w4 = α 2− etc and the α r are the positive roots of )(zH n = 0 .
As )0(H n = )0().0( 4FGn = ).).(..1(
4)/)(1( 1 ∫−∫
∞
∞−
−
+
−
+
dtdt
n
n
entg tn
n
n
λ
λ
 and 1-g(t)/n > 0 when t < λn ,
we see )0(H n > 0 and so N = 0 and c > 0.  Therefore (3.3) reduces to:
eH zn cz γ.)( = . )/1( 2
1
2 α r
r
z∏
∞
=
−                        (3.4)
and as )(zH n is even in z, we see γ = 0 and so that:
∏
∞
=
−=
1
22 )/1(.)(
r
rn zH cz α , where c > 0         (3.5)
8Recalling that the order of )(4 zF is at most 4/3, and that )(4 zF has only real zeros, and
furthermore an infinity of them, the same reasoning leads to the conclusion that:
)(4 zF = ∏
∞
=
−
1
22
0 )/1(.
k
kzc β   where dtec t .40 ∫
∞
∞−
−
=  > 0                 (3.6)
As )().()( 4 zzz FGH nn = , every zero of )(4 zF is a zero of )(zH n and so it follows from (3.5)
and (3.6) that:
∏
∏
∞
=
∞
=
−
−
==
1
22
0
1
22
4 )/1(.
)/1(.
)(
)()(
k
k
r
r
n
n
zc
z
F
HG
c
z
z
z
β
α
 = ∏ −
j
jz
c
c )( * 22
0
/1(. α )        (3.7)
where the set { }α* 1j j≥  is the set  { }α r rr ∞==1 with the set { }β k kk ∞==1  removed ie { } { }βα k kkr rr ∞==∞== 11 \ .
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
In the same paper by this author previously mentioned (IV), we saw that for
=)(2 zF n dtee iztt n.2∫
∞
∞−
−
, where z = w - iσ ,
)(.)!2(2
1
2,2
0
2
2
2)( w
m
AzF nm
m
m
n ∑
≥
=
σ
                                                                           (3.8a)
where 




∂
∫∫
ℜ
++−++−
=
∂
= dtdXe
ui
A utwXiXt
nXt n
u
m
m
mnm
w .
2
)())2/)(( 2)2/)(( 2(
0
2
2
22,2 .
1)(               (3.9a)
and so that [ ])().()1( 22 02
2
2,2 .2.)( wuFwuF
u
A nn um
m
m
nm w −+
∂
−
=∂
=                (4.0a)
and we also saw that [ ])().()1( 02
2
,
.2.)( wuPwuP
u
T NN um
m
m
mN w −+
∂
−
=∂
=   0≥           (4.1a)
where )(zPN =  c. ∏
=
−
N
r
rz
1
22 )/1( α and ∏
∞
=
−=
1
22
2 )/1(.)(
r
rn zF cz α                 (4.2a)
and by letting N ∞→ , that  02,2 ≥A nm .
By the same reasoning, when we consider dttz egG iztnn .).()( ∫
∞
∞−
= , we obtain:
)( 2zGn = )(.)!2(.2
1
,2
0
2
w
m
B nm
m
m
∑
≥
σ
                             (3.8b)
where  





−+
∂
∫∫
ℜ
+
=
∂
=
2
)(
0
2
2
2,2
.).2/)(().2/)((.1)( dtdXeXtgXtg
ui
B utwXinn
u
m
m
mnm
w           (3.9b)
9and so [ ])().()1( 02
2
,2 .2.)( wuBwuB
u
B nn um
m
m
nm w −+
∂
−
=∂
=                                             (4.0b)
with [ ])().()1( 02
2
,
.2.)( wuPwuP
u
T NN um
m
m
mN w −+
∂
−
=∂
= 0≥      (4.1b)
and ∏
=
−=
N
r
r
o
N z
c
P
c
z
1
* 22 )/1(.)( )(α    and  ∏
≥
−=
1
* 22
0
)/1(.)( )(
r
rn z
c
G
c
z α      (4.2b)
Whether the product representation for )(zGn in (4.2b) above is infinite or not, we see that
0)(
,2 ≥wB nm .
We note that for any particular fixed values of n and w, it is not possible for )(
,2 wB nm to be zero
for all values of m, otherwise by equation (3.8b), there would be a continuous line of zeros of
)(zGn along the line w = constant, and this would lead to a contradiction as the zeros of
holomorphic functions are isolated. Therefore, for any particular fixed values of n and w, at
least one of the )(
,2 wB nm must be greater than zero.
Hence by equation (3.8b) we see that if we pick a fixed value of w on the w-axis and travel in
the direction of increasing σ , then )( 2zGn must increase monotonically.
By the absolute uniform convergence of )(zGn to G(z), which ensures the limit of )(zGn is
continuous, we immediately see that G(z) must have the same property. For this reason, it
follows that all the zeros of G(z) lie on the line 0=σ .
In other words, all the zeros of G(z) are real.
QED.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
By way of example, if we set q(t) = a (cosh(t)-1), we see that e a− G(z) = dteee izttaa ..)1)(cosh(∫
∞
∞−
−−−
= dtee iztta ..)cosh(.∫
∞
∞−
−
 and we note that q(t) = 2a ))2/(sinh( 2t = ∏ +
∞
=1 22
2 22
)
4
1(.
2 m m
tat
pi
, which is of the
form in equation (1.4).   This case was covered in Pólya’s  1927 paper (I), but it was proved
directly, and not by a class rule.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Extending the class
We now turn our attention to the convolution of two basis functions e tq )(1− and e tq )(2− defined by:
dvt eec vtqvqqq ..)( )()(],[ 2121 −−
∞
∞−
−∫=            (4.3)
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We see dut eec utquqqq ..)( )()(],[ 2121 ∫
∞
∞−
−−−−
=−  and as )(2 tq is an even function, this equals
due utquq .)()( 21∫
∞
∞−
+−−
 which on replacing u with –v becomes dve vtqvq .)()( 21∫
∞
∞−
−−−
, in other words
)(],[ 21 tc qq . We have proved therefore, that the convolution is an even function of the variable t.
We note that )(],[ 21 tc qq is always strictly positive as the integrand in (4.3) is strictly positive.
Therefore )(],[ 21 tc qq must be expressible as e tg )(2,1−  where )(2,1 tg is even in t.
Now, for convenience, consider t > 0 and differentiate the expression in (4.3) with respect to t.
We obtain:
=)('],[ 21 tc qq  dvvt eq vtqvq .).(' )()(2 21 −−−
∞
∞−
∫ −−  which after the change of variable u = t – v becomes
duu eq uqutq .).(' )()(2 21 −−−
∞
∞−
∫−  and this expression may be broken up as:
duu eq uqutq ).).('()(
0
)()(
2
0
21∫ ∫
∞
−−−
∞−
−+ = duu eeeq utqutquq )..().(' )()()(
0
2 112
−−+−−
∞
−∫
so )('],[ 21 tc qq = ∫∫
∞
−−+−−−−+−−
−+−
t
tuqutquq
t
utqutquq duuduu eeeqeeeq )..().(')..().(' )()()(2
0
)()()(
2 112112    (4.4)
For 0 <u <t   we see t + u > t - u  > 0 and so ee utqutq )()( 11 −−+− − < 0 as )(1 xq is strictly increasing
on (0, )∞ .  For u > t > 0  we see u + t > u – t  > 0 and so ee tuqutq )()( 11 −−+− − < 0 as well.
It follows that both integrals in (4.4) are negative, and so we conclude that:
egc tgqq tt )(2,1],[ 2,121 ).(')(' −−= < 0 for all t > 0,
and so )('2,1 tg > 0  t∀ > 0.
We can see therefore that the plot of the convolution )(],[ 21 tc qq  against t is a symmetric bell-
shaped curve which looks similar to that of e tq )(− where q(t) is as defined in (1.4).
By the standard result concerning the complex Fourier transform (CFT) of convolutions, the
zeros of the CFT of )(],[ 21 tc qq are exactly those of the individual CFT’s of e tq )(1− and e tq )(2− .
Therefore all the zeros of the CFT’s of the convolutions as defined in (4.3) are real.
We therefore define our class of exponential kernels whose CFT’s have only real zeros as the
set e tq )(− where q(t) is as defined in (1.4), and their convolutions as defined by (4.3)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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